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ABSTRACT  

 

 Neural Networks have been used for pattern recognition and regression. This paper 

presents an introduction to neural networks, analyzes how regression can be done via neural 

networks. This work also proposes a model using neural networks to prioritize test cases. The 

work is a continuation of our earlier work. The model has been implemented and tested using 

a profession Enterprise Resource Planning system. The model developed has been used to 

predict the priority of test cases. The prioritized test cases would help in the situation wherein 

testing is terminated prematurely. The results are encouraging. This work paves way of neural 

networks in test case prioritization, for Black Box Testing 
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INTRODUCTION  

Neural networks (NN) are physical cellular systems which can acquire, store and process the 

experiential knowledge [1]. The roots of NN lie in the fact that human brain operates in a 

different manner than conventional digital computers. While computers are fast at executing 

sequence of instructions, humans are more efficient at complex tasks such as speech 

understanding and pattern recognition. While computers perform computation using rules, 

formulas and functions, NN performs computation using experiential knowledge, examples 

and history. NN are used for such complex tasks which are accomplished by human beings. 

They mimic the process followed by human nervous system in order to classify patterns. Like 

human brain, NN can be conducted as non- linear, robust and fast computing systems. It is an 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) technique that is used for machine learning. It is used when we 

have a large set of features in our problem. This technique has the ability to solve the complex 

set of large features.  

NN are used in variety of applications. Pattern recognition, character recognition, image 

processing and compression, speech processing are some of the interesting applications of 

neural networks. They are also used in the fields of robotics, medical science, defense, 
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electronics, banking and aerospace [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. They can also be used for forecasting and 

providing securities [7, 8]. Many researches have been carried out to apply NN in various 

different fields.  Architecture of the NN is illustrated in figure 1. 
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Fig 1: Architecture of a basic Neural Network 

 

NN consists of inputs, outputs and a processing unit called neuron. Inputs are presented to the 

neuron and outputs are computed. Each input has a weight value associated with it. Neurons 

output is given as O= f (W
t
 X), where O represents output, W is weight matrix and X is input 

matrix respectively. The function f (W
t
 X) is called activation function or transfer function. 

The most commonly used activation functions are hard limiting function, linear transfer 

function and sigmoidal transfer function [9].  

Two most important models of NN are feedforward and feedback network. In feedforward 

model, the mapping of input pattern to output pattern involves no time delay [1]. Inputs are 

presented and outputs are computed without any feedbacks i.e outputs are not looped back to 

the inputs. This is illustrated in figure 2. 
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Fig 2: Feedforward network 

 

On the other hand, feedback networks are characterized by feedback loop form output to 

input. In such networks output at one instance say o (t) is used to control output at next 

instance o (t+1) [1]. This model is illustrated in figure 3. 
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Fig 3: Feedback network 

NN are used for neural processing like autoassociation, hetroassociation, classification and 

recognition [1]. NN can be implemented using MATLAB software. Procedure to train the NN 

model is as follows [10]. 
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 Collect data 

 Create the network 

 Configure the network 

 Initialize the weights and biases 

 Train the network 

 Validate the network 

 Use the network 

The important issues to develop a NN are to decide number of layers, number of neurons to 

be used in each layer, initial weights and learning rule used to train the network. Learning in 

NN can be classified as supervised and unsupervised learning. Several learning algorithms 

have been developed to train the NN model, to perform in a particular way. Some of these are 

Hebbian learning rule, Percepton learning rule, Delta learning, etc. 

This paper discusses regression testing via neural networks. Section 2 briefly examines the 

concept of testing and its types. Section 3 of the paper deals with this topic. Section 4 of the 

paper examines the proposed work. Section 5 of the paper concludes. This paper is a 

continuation of one of our earlier works [11] and is a part of a larger endeavor to automate 

testing techniques [12, 13, 14].  

 

SOFTWARE TESTING 

According to Myers, “Software Testing is the process of executing a program or system with 

the intent of finding errors [15].” Software testing is the soul of software development 

process. It is required to ensure the quality of software. Software testing can be segregated as 

Black Box and White Box testing [16, 17]. White Box testing requires the knowledge of code 

whereas Black Box testing (BBT) does not [18]. It may be stated that if the software is given 

to a third party for testing, then BBT is a better option, whereas in the other case White Box 

testing is considered better. 

A lot of research has been carried out in software testing; however, not much work has been 

done in test case generation and their prioritization. The present work discusses the use of NN 

in test case generation and proposes a model to prioritize these test cases 

Black box testing can be carried out in many ways, as listed in table 1. These can be classified 

as conventional and non conventional BBT techniques.  

 

Table 1. Techniques of Black Box Testing  

 

Black Box Techniques Methods 

Conventional Techniques Boundary Value Analysis[19] 

Robustness[19] 

Equivalence Partitioning[19] 

Decision Table[19] 

Static Table[19] 

Error Guessing[19] 

Non Conventional Techniques Automata[20] 

Genetic Algorithms[21] 

Artificial Life[14, 22] 

Neural Networks[23, 24] 
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PREDICTION USING NEURAL NETWORK 

It has been the desire of human beings, to be able to create machines which can learn. This 

learning can be accomplished by finding out the pattern of historic data. Interestingly, this 

learning is the basis of the most intruding phenomenon called prediction. Neural Networks 

(NN) is one of the methodologies which would help machine to learn. With the amazing 

ability to ascertain the crux of data, they have been extremely helpful in vast spectrum of 

disciplines. NN can be used for prediction of future events as they can learn easily from past 

events and historical information. We may classify prediction type on the basis of anticipating 

value, trend or data [25]. 

As such prediction has always fascinated human beings, as of now we are far behind the 

prediction of events in future. However, limited success has been achieved in other important 

tasks such as the prediction of weather. Even this is a great accomplishment as it helps the 

farmers and hence the society. We have been able to predict weather and hence avert 

disasters. This work explores the pattern recognition and hence predictability of NN and 

present a model of its use in another important task that is software testing. 

The prediction of data using NN has been done via Matlab. Matlab can be used to accomplish 

the above task both in Graphical User Interface (GUI) or the Command Line Functions 

(CLF). In order to do so, some of the data is used for training the network, some for testing 

and some for validation. The table 2 gives brief information about the commands in NN. 

 

Table 2. Neural Network methods and commands  

 

Method Commands and Steps 

Graphical User interface (GUI) [25]  Use „nnstart‟ command  to open GUI 

 Select fitting tool (nftool) 

 Then proceed by clicking next button. 

 Load data set 

 Click on next button to display validation and 

test data window. Set them 15% of the original 

data and 70% of data is used for training. 

 Click on next to adjust number of layers in 

feedforward network 

 Click on next. Select a training algorithm and 

then click on train. 

 For more accurate results, click on retain to 

again train the network. 

 Click on „Error Histogram‟ under the Plot pane 

to view error histogram 

Command Line Functions [25]  Use command „fitnet‟ to create a fitting network 

 „hiddenLayerSize‟ is used to specify number of 

hidden layers 

 „train‟ command is used to train the network 

 „view‟ command to view the network 

 „plotperform‟ is used to plot the performance 
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In order to do the above task, inputs and targets are first arranged as vectors. The next step is 

to create, configure and initialize multilayer NN. This is done via the „feedforward‟ 

command. Optional parameter that is the number of neuron in each layer and transfer function 

is provided as parameters to this command. The network is then configured with „configure‟ 

command. This command initializes the weights and bias of the network. „init‟ command can 

be used to reinitialize the weights and biases. After initializing the weights and biases, 

network is ready for training. To train the network, „train‟ command is used.  Different 

training algorithms can be used to train the NN. In order to plot the performance of network, 

„plotperf‟ command is used. The procedure has been depicted in figure 4.  

 

 
Fig 4: Using Matlab for regression via Neural Networks 

 

PROPOSED WORK 

The work proposes the use of NN to prioritize the test cases in a Black Box test suite. Due to 

limited time and resources, all the test cases of a test suite cannot be executed. Therefore, 

prioritizing of test cases from a test case suite becomes necessary. In a test suite, some of the 

test cases are more important than other and have a high greater scope of revealing errors. 

Such test cases should be assigned higher priority for execution. The priority can be assigned 

to the test cases according to prioritization policies that have been enlisted in one of our work 

[11]. 

The steps of the proposed work are as follows. 

1. The first step is to assign priority to some of the test cases. These test cases can be used to 

train the NN. Test cases are assigned priority by using Manual Test Case Priortizer 

(MTCP). Inputs to MTCP are test cases, design specifications and SRS document. Using 

these inputs, priority rules are applied to test cases and priorities are assigned accordingly. 

Priority rules which have been used in this component. These rules, governing the priority 

of a test case, have already been dealt with in one of our previous works [11].Output of 

MTCP is prioritized test cases which act as training data for NN  

Step 1
• Arrange inputs as vectors

Step 2
• Use feedforward command

Step 3
• Configure the network with configure command

Step 4
• Initialize weights

Step 5
• Train the network

Step 6
• Plot the performance
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2. The second step is to create and train a NN to prioritize the test cases. During training 

phase, input to the network is prioritized test cases which have been obtained in step 1. The 

network is trained using 70% of test cases, and training is carried out using Matlab toolkit. 

Once the training is completed, the trained network can be used for verification. 

 

3. The third phase of the work is testing and verification of trained NN. During testing phase, 

inputs provided to the network are test cases, design specification and SRS document. By 

observing the pattern and history of the network, NN prioritizes the test cases and allots 

priority to each test case, 1 being the highest priority. 

Thus, 70% of the test cases are used for training the network and 30% of the test cases are 

used for verification and testing of the trained network. Figure 5 and 6 depict the proposed 

work. 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5: Training Phase 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6: Testing Phase 

 

CONCLUSION  

The paper examines the concept of an amazing technique called Neural Network. The paper 

explores NN and their applications in testing. The work puts the technique in correct 

perspective and discusses various issues related to its implementation. The technique has been 

applied in prioritizing test cases of Black Box Testing. The work is a continuation of our 
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earlier work [11]. The goal is to develop a comprehensive automated Test Case Generator and 

a system which prioritizes the test cases as well. 
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